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Foreword 

About this Recommended Practice 

In 2013, a new work item proposal was approved by NISO members to develop metadata and 
indicators that would provide information on whether a specific article is openly accessible (i.e., can 
be read by any user who can get to the journal website over the internet) and what re-use rights might 
be available to the reader. 

Many offerings are available from publishers under the banner of Open Access, Increased Access, 
Public Access, or other names. The terms used vary both between publishers and within publishers by 
journal, and in some cases, based on the funder. Adding to the potential confusion, a number of 
publishers also offer hybrid options, in which authors of an article can pay a fee to make their paper 
freely available to readers while the rest of the content in that journal remains under subscription 
control. 

Currently publishers provide articles that are “free-to-read” under a wide range of re-use terms and 
licenses. Some publishers and organizations favor the Creative Commons licenses, specifically the 
Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY) to provide re-use terms while others use proprietary 
or modified licenses for this purpose. 

Funders find the lack of information and cooperation between stakeholders creates difficulty in 
determining whether a specific article is compliant with their policies. Publishers of hybrid journals 
have no simple mechanism for signaling the “free to read” status of specific articles or the re-use 
rights of downstream users. Authors have difficulty confirming whether they are compliant with a 
given funder policy. Readers face the burden of figuring out what they can and cannot do with 
specific articles. Aggregators and service providers have no single mechanism for identifying articles 
that can be legitimately harvested. 

The objectives of the project were to develop: 

1. A specified format for bibliographic metadata and, possibly, a set of visual signals describing 
the readership rights associated with a single scholarly work. 

2. Recommended mechanisms for publishing and distributing this metadata. 

3. A report on the feasibility of including clear information on downstream re-use rights within 
the current project and, if judged feasible, inclusion of these elements in outputs 1 and 2. 

4. A report stating how the adoption of these outputs would answer (or not) specific use cases to 
be developed by the working group. 
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Section 1: Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

This recommended practice defines metadata indicators to be used to indicate free-to-read content and 
a link to license terms for the use/re-use of that content. Humans and machines will be able to assess 
the status of the content based on these indicators and in many cases the combination of the 
free_to_read and license_reference metadata will indicate Open Access content. The indicators 
include a date component so that content with access and re-use rights that change over time can be 
adequately understood by both humans and machines using the metadata. 

1.2 Terms and Definitions 

The following terms, as used in this recommended practice, have the meanings indicated. 

Term  Definition 

embargo  A period during which a work is available only to users who 
have paid for or licensed access. Outside of the embargo period, 
the work may become free-to-read. 

free-to-read  A work that is accessible to read online without charge or 
authentication (including registration) to any person with access 
to the internet. 
Note: The work may not necessarily have this status throughout its 
lifetime. 

hybrid journal  A journal title that contains some open access or free-to-read 
articles while other articles require payment and/or a 
subscription to access and read. 

license  Agreement related to the use of a work. Generally includes 
payment requirements, if any, and terms of use and re-use—
potentially including access, reproduction, adaptation, and 
distribution, among others. 

namespace  A prefix added to XML element names to prevent conflicts 
when XML documents from different XML applications are 
combined. 

paywall  An access control system that limits access to electronic content 
to those users with a paid subscription or license.  

public license  A license (or waiver) offered to any potential user of a resource.  
Note: The license_reference attribute defined in this Recommended 
Practice covers only public licenses. 

text mining  The process of analyzing text to derive patterns, trends, or other 
meanings. 
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Term  Definition 

URI  A string of characters used to identify the name of a resource. 
Such identification enables interaction with representations of 
the resource over the web. The most common form of a URI is 
the uniform resource locator (URL), frequently referred to 
informally as a web address. 

waiver  Language that releases a content owner’s interests in particular 
works and places them as completely as possible in the public 
domain. The CC0 tool, created by Creative Commons, is an 
example of a waiver.  
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Section 2: Summary of Recommendations 

The NISO Access License and Indicators Working group was chartered to develop protocols and 
mechanisms for transmitting the access status of scholarly works. This is a contentious area where 
political views on modes of access lead to differing interpretations of what constitutes “open access.” 
The working group included a wide range of stakeholders with very different views of this area. 

What was agreed among all stakeholders was that there is value in transmitting two key pieces of 
information relating to a scholarly work as a full-text online document. The first of these relates to 
whether a specified work is free-to-read—meaning that any person with access to the internet can 
access the work via the web. The second issue is that of what re-use rights are granted to a reader of a 
work. 

A wide range of mechanisms for transmitting this information in addition to the scope of information 
that would be transmitted was considered. Taking into account the political, legal, and technical 
issues involved, a simple approach for transmitting a minimal set of information was preferred. The 
Working Group therefore recommends the following: 

1. Adoption of two core pieces of metadata that can be transmitted through existing channels:  

a) free_to_read – A simple status that defines whether the work is accessible, without 
charge or other restriction (such as registration), to read online. This status can optionally 
carry a start date to define the time point when the work will become free-to-read. It 
may also specify an end date when it will cease to be free-to-read, where appropriate. 
(See Section 3.1.) 

b) license_reference – A reference to a URI that carries the license terms specifying how 
a work may be used. There will be no limitations on the license specified or on the terms 
contained within the license. Multiple license_reference elements can be provided. 
Each of these may have a different start date. (See Section 3.2.) 

2. Eschewal of a newly created logo or icon to be displayed along with the free_to_read 
element. The group discussed this issue at length and decided that creating a logo would be 
out of scope. The goal of the group is to create a simple means for metadata to be exchanged 
and each site or system will determine how best to convey the status of content to their users. 

It is the view of the Working Group that these two metadata elements can cover most current use 
cases of delayed access (embargoes) and of license terms (see Section 5: ) that activate at a particular 
time post publication. While not completely covering all use cases, this simple approach provides a 
framework for conveying essential information that addresses the most common use cases. 

The Working Group recommends that the free_to_read and license_reference metadata will be 
encoded in XML, that a namespace be declared for these elements, and that they are included in 
existing metadata distribution channels and with the content itself where appropriate. Rather than 
expecting all existing metadata formats and schemas to adopt equivalent elements, this 
Recommended Practice declares an XML namespace for the <free_to_read> and <license_ref> 
XML elements which determines how they should be added to existing schemas and workflows. The 
free_to_read and license_reference metadata can be used by systems to display appropriate status 
icons to users. 

For more on specific use cases, see Section 5:  
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Rationale 

The Working Group decided against proposing metadata items that were labeled or named “Open 
Access” as there are different definitions of this term. The approach agreed to by the Working Group 
was to provide factual metadata to be disseminated to enable people and machines to make decisions 
according to their own criteria. 

Another important decision of the Working Group, for a number of reasons, was that re-use rights 
should not be expressed in metadata. Re-use rights will vary depending on who the user is (i.e., 
someone coming from an institution with a site license versus an unaffiliated/unrecognized user). If 
rights are described both in metadata and in a license, there are almost certain to be incompatibilities 
of expression and therefore inconsistencies. No one will be able to trust the metadata because they 
know they are bound by the legal document and the metadata could be useless or actively misleading. 
For corporate or institutional users, no legal team is going to agree to allow any specific use based on 
metadata unless they have agreed that the license allows it. Therefore, the approach agreed on is to 
have a reference in the metadata to a license. 

In the context of user re-use rights it is also important to note that the question of which parties have 
legal rights over various versions of scholarly manuscripts remains a point of contention both in terms 
of the legal situation and community views. For the purpose of this Recommended Practice document 
we assume as a foundational principle that the party acting as publisher and/or host of the digital 
object is the source of or authority for transmitted metadata on access status and that it has legal 
standing and authority to assert the rights specified. However, it should be clear that neither NISO, 
nor the working group, nor the Recommended Practice can require that this be the case. As a matter 
of underlying basic best practice all stakeholders should only assert or offer rights for which they 
reasonably believe they have authority and standing.  

The Working Group also elected not to recommend adoption of particular visual indicators to signify 
the <free_to_read> and <license_ref> elements. Input from the community indicated that there is a 
plethora of badges within the ecosystem already, and the stakeholders we caucused were not overly 
enthusiastic about adding additional visual indicators for the proposed elements. Additionally, and 
with respect to license conditions, there was consensus that existing visual indicators such as the 
Creative Commons icon sufficiently overlap with this project that the addition of a complementary 
badge might cause confusion.  
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Section 3: Metadata Elements 

Two core pieces of metadata should be adopted that can be transmitted through existing channels, as 
defined in this section. 

3.1 free_to_read 

A number of the key use cases can be addressed by a simple metadata field, which will often be 
expressed as an XML element, to indicate that content can be read or viewed at its current location by 
any user without payment or authentication—the <free_to_read> element. The absence of the 
free_to_read metadata element doesn’t indicate anything and the user needs to look at other 
information to ascertain if s/he is able to read a copy.  

The presence of the free_to_read element would provide a very simple indication of the status of the 
content without making statements about any additional re-use rights or restrictions. In some 
situations the presence of the free_to_read element would be enough to provide a visual indication 
to the user that the content was available to read without payment or authentication. Whatever system 
is using the metadata needs to decide what visual indicator to show a user based on the presence of 
the free_to_read element. 

The free_to_read element has two defined attributes that should be used, if applicable, to indicate 
start and end dates. Start and end dates would accommodate delayed access models, special offers, 
etc., where content was free-to-read for a period of time or after a particular date. The absence of both 
a start and end date indicates a permanent state of free-to-read access. Any date elements must 
follow ISO 8601. To maximize interoperability and ensure compatibility with IETF RFC 3339 the 
format YYYY-MM-DD is strongly recommended. Times and time zones should not be included. 

• start_date – Use of this attribute indicates that the content is not publicly available 
immediately and/or indefinitely. For example, it may not be available from its date of 
publication but becomes available at some future time, i.e., there is a temporary embargo on 
its free availability. Or alternatively, it might be available in the first few months of 
publication, but then go behind a paywall. In the latter case, the start_date attribute would 
need to be used in combination with the end_date attribute. 
 
For example, if an article published on February 3, 2014 does not become freely available to 
all readers until one year after publication (e.g., on February 3, 2015), the metadata would be 
encoded as: 

<free_to_read start_date="2015-02-03"/> 

• end_date – This attribute will be used where there is a temporary <free_to_read> period. 
The end date attribute indicates when the content will no longer be freely available. 
 
For example, an article that is freely available from February 3, 2013 through October 3, 
2013 would be encoded as:  

<free_to_read start_date="2013-02-03" end_date="2013-10-03"/> 
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3.2 license_reference 

3.2.1 Description 
The license_reference element should be included in any metadata for specific journal articles or 
other scholarly content (book chapters, articles from conference proceedings, etc.) to point to a public 
license or waiver—human and/or machine readable—that explains the terms for use or re-use of the 
content. “Public” means that the license or waiver is universally applicable to users (i.e., is offered 
generally and not privately). The data within this element must include a stable identifier expressed as 
a URI that resolves to a resource that is publicly accessible on the World Wide Web (see examples in 
Table 1). The supplied URI in this element would be the responsibility of the platform making the 
content available. While no mechanism is available to require that these URIs be persistent, it is 
strongly recommended that URIs should be constructed and managed as license identifiers so as to 
maximize their long-term availability and interpretability. 

 
Table 1: Examples of license_reference URIs 

Publisher Possible existing URIs that might be used 

American Chemical Society http://pubs.acs.org/userimages/ContentEditor/1218220609981/a
uthorchoice_form.pdf 

University of California Press http://ucpressjournals.com/assets/ucp_sample_auth_agr.pdf 

BioMed Central (CC BY v 2.0) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ 

Rockefeller University Press  http://www.rupress.org/site/subscriptions/terms.xhtml and 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/  

British Institute of Radiology http://www.bjrpublications.org/page/copyright 

 

For some publishers it is important to be able to express how usage rights change over time. To 
enable the simplest cases, a start_date attribute (see 3.1) should be used with the 
license_reference element, as shown in the following examples: 

<license_ref start_date="2014-02-
03">http://www.psychoceramics.org/license_v1.html</license_ref> 

<license_ref start_date="2015-02-
03">http://www.psychoceramics.org/open_license.html</license_ref> 

The publisher can identify the URI to a license from the date of publication and then indicate that a 
different license supersedes the proprietary license on an indicated start date. This addresses the issue 
of embargoes. By way of example, the following coding indicates that the content is under a 
proprietary license from its date of publication on February 3, 2014 and then is under a CC BY 
license a year later, beginning on February 3, 2015: 

<license_ref start_date="2014-02-
03">http://www.psychoceramics.org/license_v1.html</license_ref> 

http://pubs.acs.org/userimages/ContentEditor/1218220609981/authorchoice_form.pdf
http://pubs.acs.org/userimages/ContentEditor/1218220609981/authorchoice_form.pdf
http://ucpressjournals.com/assets/ucp_sample_auth_agr.pdf
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0
http://www.rupress.org/site/subscriptions/terms.xhtml
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
http://www.bjrpublications.org/page/copyright
http://www.psychoceramics.org/license_v1.html
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<license_ref start_date="2015-02-
03">http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/</license_ref> 

Neither the start_date attribute, nor the license URI itself provides any technical means of 
enforcement of these attributes. Any downstream user who is using the content will be responsible for 
identifying which specific terms apply at the time the content is being used. It will be the downstream 
user’s responsibility to check for the start_date attribute of each <license_ref> element to 
determine which terms currently apply. As noted above, the start date should adhere to ISO 8601 and 
be in the format YYYY-MM-DD without inclusion of a time or time zone. 

Note that there is no corresponding end_date attribute for the <license_ref> element. This is 
because including end dates could introduce ambiguities. For example: 

• Open licenses, such as Creative Commons (CC), do not have end dates. 

• The use of end dates could inadvertently create gaps between applicable licenses. 

The license_reference approach will enable community norms to develop around recognized 
licenses. This could be done by a single organization or a group of organizations, establishing a 
“whitelist” of recognized licenses. This gives the flexibility required for tracking compliance with 
various funder and institutional mandates. For instance, the public access requirements of the 
Australian Research Council allow for a link to a free-to-read copy to be provided, whereas the 
Research Councils UK policy requires that where a publishing fee is paid the article be both free-to-
read and available under a CC BY license. 

The combination of free_to_read and license_reference metadata provides a mechanism for 
signaling or determining compliance with most funder and institutional policies that allow 
compliance through the article publisher’s site. 

Many publishers use custom licenses and there is the potential for variant terms to proliferate further. 
The value generated by these recommendations is greatest when URIs are consistent across a large 
range of content and publishers. The use of the license_reference element should therefore 
encourage some convergence on license choices without requiring the application of licenses from a 
specified list. To gain the maximum value it will also be necessary to maximize the consistency of 
URIs that refer to the same license. 

3.2.2 License URI Expression 
This recommended practice attempts to find a balance between allowing flexibility in license choices 
while providing a consistent and flexible means of transmitting the location of the license. While the 
license URI is not required to act as an identifier in the strict sense, the value to downstream users is 
maximized when the URIs are easily recognizable, stable, and persistent.  

To maximize the value of implementing this Recommended Practice the following procedures are 
strongly recommended in creating and maintaining license URIs: 

1. Where feasible, use a license that is associated with a stable and persistent URI. Where the 
license is provided by a third party, the form of URI recommended by the provider should be 
used. 

2. When the URI is under control of the publisher, consider the longevity of the domain space 
and structure to maximize the long-term persistence of the URI. Maintain consistent use of 
this URI and create new URIs for new versions of the terms. 

3. For the specific case of Creative Commons licenses, the URI should be in the form 
recommended by Creative Commons (or the license provider) for maximum usability. The 
recommended form (examples in Table 1 and below) includes both the license version, locale 
(where appropriate), and a trailing slash. 
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4. The license document itself should contain its own URI identifier. For example, the following 
text could be used:  
The following license is identified by the URI:  
http://bjr.birjournals.org/site/misc/terms.xhtml 

In order to better serve end users and improve the quality and usefulness of the recommended 
indicators (<free_to_read> and <license_ref>), it is also recommended that licenses provided to 
end users be clearly and plainly understandable. To that end, the following best practices are 
recommended for providing license text to end users: 

• If you are using a recognized license, e.g. Creative Commons, then use the standard URI for 
the license.  Example: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ 

• If you are using a proprietary license then: 

o Provide a human-readable version of the license, keeping the language simple. 

o Describe what end users can do with the content. 

o Describe if there are any conditions that apply (something the end user must do if 
s/he uses the content). 

o If possible, make this the only version of the license. 

• Use <license_ref> to point to a human-readable license first, then link from the human-
readable license to the legal license document text or a structured/tagged machine-readable 
license, if necessary. 

• Provide section headers to break up the license text for easier reading/scanning of the license 
document (human-readable version and legal text). 

• Provide definitions for named entities (for example, author, work, user, you). 

• Provide the license (human-readable and actual) in well-formed HTML or as accessible PDF 
(tagged with headers) so that everyone can read it on any device that can access the content in 
question. 
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Section 4: Recommended Mechanisms  
for Distributing Metadata 

To ensure the widest dissemination of metadata, publishers, aggregators, and other content providers 
are encouraged to include the free_to_read and license_reference elements in all of their standard 
metadata sets. Wherever possible, creation and population of these elements should become part of 
standard editorial/production workflows. The metadata should be made an integral part of the feeds to 
CrossRef and other DOI Registration Agencies, included alongside (or within) article/chapter content 
on hosting websites, and delivered in content feeds to third parties. 

The metadata should be embedded in the content itself along with other metadata; for example, in 
HTML META tags and in PDF files where bibliographic and other metadata are being included. 

It may also be worthwhile for content providers to consider including the metadata elements within 
other alerting channels, such as e-ToCs and RSS subscription feeds as well as information provided 
directly to abstracting and indexing services. Whatever channel is used, wider distribution of this (and 
other) article, chapter, or book metadata is likely to be helpful in driving discovery and usage for the 
materials concerned. 

The use of a namespace for the new elements helps clarify how they should be incorporated into 
existing schemas and formats. The appropriate organizations will need to consider the best way to 
incorporate the free_to_read and license_reference metadata into existing formats, such as the 
Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS), ONIX, RDF, OAI-PMH, and Dublin Core (DC). 
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Section 5: Use Case Review 

The Working Group identified and analyzed a number of potential use cases, both to aid in 
development of the recommendations and to test whether the recommendations would completely 
address the case. 

5.1 Use Case: End User Seeks to Discover, Identify, and Access Free-
to-Read Items 

Actor(s): End users, indexing and abstracting services, institutions, publishers, metadata harvesters 

Description: When an interested party is searching for an item, it would be helpful to have the item’s 
accessibility status identified in the search results. For items that are openly accessible via a 
hybrid/“open choice” plan, library electronic resource management (ERM) systems may not, at 
present, convey this accessibility to the library’s discovery system. This is because the availability 
status often comes from the knowledge base of a link resolver or the library ERM and is managed on 
a journal/volume/issue level, rather than an article level. 

Use Case Addressed? Yes 

Publishers should transmit a machine-readable <free_to_read> indication in their article metadata. 
Discovery systems, knowledge bases, and other third-party mechanisms can use those indicators to 
provide the correct availability status. Search engines can include this material in their harvesting 
programs. 

5.2 Use Case: End User Seeks to Know the Readability Status of an 
Item 

Actor(s): End users, indexing and abstracting services, institutions, publishers, metadata harvesters 

Description: Readers, on arrival at a standard web page for a journal article, may not be aware that 
an article is free-to-read. One example of this is the scenario in which a reader who does not generally 
have access to subscription content runs a Google search and pay-for-use scholarly articles are among 
the returned results. For this user, reaching a paywall can be frustrating and might lead such a user to 
copies other than the definitive versions-of-record. In some cases technical/procedural problems in 
combination with confusion can mean that readers are not aware they should be able to read an article 
when they are blocked for some extraneous reason (e.g., the end user is not using an authorized 
network connection to licensed content to which s/he has access). Clear identification of free-to-read 
content could help reduce time wastage as readers attempt to reach alternative versions. This 
identification will need to be understandable to an audience that is inexperienced with scholarly and 
subscription content. 

Use Case Addressed? Yes 

Publishers should transmit machine-readable <free_to_read> indication in the metadata. Discovery 
systems, knowledge bases, and other third-party mechanisms should use those indicators to provide 
the correct availability status. Search engines can include this material in their harvesting program. If 
a publisher maintains multiple versions of an item on its site (e.g., the Version of Record and the 
Accepted Manuscript), each item could transmit a distinct machine-readable <free_to_read> 
indication in the metadata.  
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5.3 Use Case: End User Seeks to Know Re-Use Permissions of an Item 

Actor(s): End users, publishers, repositories 

Description: Researchers are unsure what they can and cannot legally do with content they find 
online; for example, whether they can distribute articles (or parts of them) to a class, include full text 
in their reference management tools or academic social networking profiles, or share material in Open 
Educational Resources (OERs). The re-use of licensed material is limited because it is not easy to 
identify material that can be re-used, especially if the reader wants to share it outside his/her 
institution. Clear identification of those materials with wide re-use rights may also discourage 
infringing uses of materials with limited or no re-use rights. 

Use Case Addressed? Yes 

Publishers should provide a machine-readable <license_ref> indicator in the article metadata. Note 
that interpretation of re-use rights would be the responsibility of the user. Based on the information in 
the elements, sites/systems should display the status of content in a human readable form. 

5.4 Use Case: End User Seeks to Know Re-Use Permissions of a Sub-
Component of an Item 

Actor(s): End users, authors, publishers 

Description: A person wants to use a sub-component of an article (i.e., the abstract, an image, a full 
poem quoted within a scholarly article, but not a full article), either in a single case or in some 
automated re-use pipeline. It is not clear if the sub-component has the same re-use rights and 
restrictions as the full article. The overall article (for instance, the original text contribution of the 
author) might be licensed CC BY, but the article may contain content (possibly, though not under all 
circumstances, from a third party) such as photographs, datasets, or figures under a different open 
license (or even a custom license) that is not clearly marked. This increases the likelihood that re-
users will violate those terms, that licensors will refrain from incorporating valuable sub-components, 
and that third-party providers will object to having their content included in free-to-read articles. 

Use Case Addressed? Yes 

Where components of a content item (e.g., figures in a journal article or book chapter) are separately 
identified, the <license_ref> URI can be applied to the component. It is not currently common 
practice to uniquely identify sub-components of content so for now there will be limited use of 
<license_ref> for sub-components. It is outside the scope of this Recommended Practice to 
determine how components should be identified, but the group hopes that the <license_ref> URI 
will become part of the standard practice for identification of sub-components as it develops.  

5.5 Use Case: Repositories Seek to Expose Free-to-Read Items 

Actor(s): Repositories, both institutional and subject-based; publishers 

Description: Currently it is difficult and labor intensive for both authors and repository managers to 
be sure what they can and cannot do with potential deposits, including which articles (and which parts 
of articles) they can make directly available and which articles they can disseminate to other 
repositories. 

Use Case Addressed? Yes 

Publishers should provide a machine-readable <license_ref> URI in the article metadata that also 
references any part of the article licensed under a different license to that governing the article as a 
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whole. Interpretation of re-use rights would be the responsibility of the user. Repository managers 
replicating full text via their repositories are encouraged also to provide the same <license_ref> tag 
in the metadata relating to the copy of the item in their repository. 

5.6 Use Case: End User Seeks to Text Mine Content 

Actor(s): End users, text miners, repositories 

Description: Currently it is difficult and labor-intensive for text miners to know what they can access 
for mining content (which articles and which parts of articles, for example), and what they can do 
with the information they mine. 

Use Case Addressed? Partially 

Publishers should provide a machine-readable <license_ref> URI in the article metadata that 
references any part of the article licensed under a different license to that governing the article as a 
whole. Licenses should indicate whether or not text and data mining is allowed and whether there are 
additional terms and conditions. Note that interpretation of re-use rights would be the responsibility of 
the user. 

5.7 Use Case: Ensure Author/Publisher Rights Assertions Align with 
License Statements 

Actor(s): Authors, publishers, end users 

Description: A user wishes to use visual images from an article, either in a single case or in some 
automated re-use pipeline. Acting in good faith, the user seeks licensing information, e.g., at PubMed 
Central or a similar source, to ascertain his/her rights. However, in some cases the article licensing 
metadata is contradictory or incorrect. For example, an article might be properly licensed under CC 
BY, but the publisher (or whoever is adding metadata) is making conflicting licensing statements or 
identifies other restrictions not provided for in the license.1 

Use Case Addressed? Partially 

Publishers should provide a machine-readable <license_ref> license URI in the article metadata that 
references any part of the article licensed under a different license to that governing the article as a 
whole. There will always be mistakes and inconsistencies as described in the footnoted GLAM 
article,1 but users should be able to rely on information provided formally via the <license_ref> 
attribute. As this Recommended Practice only applies to public licenses, any other contractual 
extension (or limitation) of re-use rights by specific parties is not overridden by the <license_ref> 
attribute. 

5.8 Use Case: Funding Agency Seeks to Track Compliance of Research 
Outputs to Open Access Mandates 

Actor(s): Funding agencies, institutions 

Description: At present it is difficult and inefficient for funding agencies to track the published 
outputs of funded work and ensure they are published in or through compliant channels. 

                                                 
1  For a discussion of this issue, see: “Publishers Deliver Inconsistent XML to PubMed Central.” GLAM, November 2012, 

volume II, issue XI. Available at: 
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=GLAM/Newsletter/November_2012/Contents/Open_Access_report&ol
did=51485%20-%20Metadata_at_PubMed_Central#Metadata_at_PubMed_Central 

https://outreach.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=GLAM/Newsletter/November_2012/Contents/Open_Access_report&oldid=51485%20-%20Metadata_at_PubMed_Central%23Metadata_at_PubMed_Central
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=GLAM/Newsletter/November_2012/Contents/Open_Access_report&oldid=51485%20-%20Metadata_at_PubMed_Central%23Metadata_at_PubMed_Central
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Use Case Addressed? Partially 

Machine-readable <free_to_read> and <license_ref> metadata could be used by funding agencies 
to develop various automated reports to track and analyze funded research outputs, but it is beyond 
the scope of this working group to address the wider issue of tracking research outputs. 

5.9 Use Case: Institution Seeks to Report on Open Access Compliance 
of Research Outputs 

Actor(s): Institutions, funding agencies 

Description: It is challenging for institutions to report to funders on policy compliance levels and for 
funding agencies to manage and monitor transition to wider access or report to their sponsors in 
government. 

Use Case Addressed? Partially 

Machine-readable <free_to_read> and <license_ref> metadata could be used by institutions to 
develop various automated reports to track and analyze funded research outputs, but it is beyond the 
scope of this working group to address the wider issue of tracking compliance. 
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Appendix A: 
Means of Expressing Metadata Elements 

A.1 XML Implementation 

To implement the Article and License Indicators (ALI) recommendation in XML, there are two 
strategies: incorporate the vocabulary directly into an existing schema or use a standalone schema and 
reference it via namespace.  

Example: XML stand-alone schema with referenced namespace  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
targetNamespace="http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/"> 

    <xsd:element name="free_to_read"> 

    <xsd:complexType> 

        <xsd:attribute name="end_date" use="optional" type="xsd:date"/> 

        <xsd:attribute name="start_date" use="optional" type="xsd:date"/> 

    </xsd:complexType> 

    </xsd:element> 

    <xsd:element name="license_ref"> 

    <xsd:complexType> 

        <xsd:simpleContent> 

            <xsd:extension base="xsd:anyURI"> 

                <xsd:attribute name="start_date" use="optional" type="xsd:date"/> 

            </xsd:extension> 

        </xsd:simpleContent> 

    </xsd:complexType> 

    </xsd:element> 

</xsd:schema> 

Example of XML using above schema: 
<document> 

... 

<free_to_read xmlns="http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/" start_date="2014-01-01" 
end_date="2014-12-31"/> 

<license_ref xmlns="http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/" start_date="2015-02-03"> 

    http://www.examplesite.org/open_license.html 

</license_ref> 

... 

</document> 
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A.2 PDF Metadata Implementation – XMP 

The Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) standard (ISO 16684) can be used to embed metadata 
within a content object, such as a PDF document. The example below shows how the 
<free_to_read> and <license_ref> can be incorporated. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:ali="http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/" 

    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

    <!-- more name spaces --> 

    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"> 

        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dx.doi.org/10.1234567890"> 

            <!-- Various metadata elements can go here... --> 

            <dc:title>A Breakthrough Paper</dc:title> 

  

  

                <ali:free_to_read> 

                    <rdf:Bag> 

                        <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                            <!-- free to read period around X-Mas --> 

                            <ali:start_date>2014-12-24</ali:start_date> 

                            <ali:end_date>2014-12-31</ali:end_date> 

                        </rdf:li> 

                        <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource">  

                            <!-- free to read period for Valentine’s Day --> 

                            <ali:start_date>2015-02-14</ali:start_date> 

                            <ali:end_date>2015-02-14</ali:end_date> 

                        </rdf:li> 

                    </rdf:Bag> 

                </ali:free_to_read> 

  

  

                <ali:license_ref> 

                    <rdf:Bag> 

                        <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                            <!-- applying a license from 1 Nov 2014 onwards --> 

                            <ali:start_date>2014-11-01</ali:start_date> 
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                            <ali:uri>http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
license_v1.html</ali:uri> 

                        </rdf:li> 

                        <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                            <!-- making the license more liberal one year later --> 

                            <ali:start_date>2015-11-01</ali:start_date> 

                            <ali:uri>http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
open_license.html</ali:uri> 

                        </rdf:li> 

                    </rdf:Bag> 

                </ali:license_ref> 

        </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

 

If an article is fully free_to_read without any date restrictions, the following assertion must be 
inserted instead of the date-range version… 
                <ali:free_to_read>true</ali:free_to_read> 

 

Example of <free_to_read> without date restrictions 
                <ali:free_to_read>true</ali:free_to_read> 

                <ali:license_ref> 

                    <rdf:Bag> 

                        <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                            <ali:start_date>2014-01-01</ali:start_date> 

                            <ali:uri>http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
open_license.html</ali:uri> 

                        </rdf:li> 

                    </rdf:Bag> 

                </ali:license_ref> 

 

Note that fully free_to_read, and free_to_read with date ranges are mutually exclusive; you can 
have one or the other, but not both. 

A.3 RDF 

The following shows an example of the <free_to_read> and <license_ref> metadata in a Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) expression. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:ali="http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/" 
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    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

    <!-- more name spaces --> 

    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"> 

        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dx.doi.org/10.1234567890"> 

            <!-- Various metadata elements can go here... --> 

            <dc:title>A Breakthrough Paper</dc:title> 

  

                <ali:free_to_read rdf:parseType="Resource">  

                    <!-- free to read period around X-Mas --> 

                    <ali:start_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2014-12-
24</ali:start_date> 

                    <ali:end_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2014-12-31</ali:end_date> 

                </ali:free_to_read> 

                <ali:free_to_read rdf:parseType="Resource">  

                    <!-- free to read period for Valentine’s Day --> 

                    <ali:start_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2015-02-
14</ali:start_date> 

                    <ali:end_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2015-02-14</ali:end_date> 

                </ali:free_to_read> 

  

  

                <ali:license_ref rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                    <!-- applying a license from 1 Nov 2014 onwards --> 

                    <ali:start_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2014-11-
01</ali:start_date> 

                    <ali:uri rdf:resource="http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
license_v1.html"/> 

                </ali:license_ref> 

                <ali:license_ref rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                    <!-- making the license more liberal one year later --> 

                    <ali:start_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2015-11-
01</ali:start_date> 

                    <ali:uri rdf:resource="http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
open_license.html"/> 

                </ali:license_ref> 

  

        </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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If an article is fully free_to_read without any date restrictions, the following assertion must be 
inserted instead of the date-range version… 
                <ali:free_to_read rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/ 
XMLSchema#boolean">true</ali:free_to_read> 

Example of <free_to_read> without date restrictions 
                <ali:free_to_read rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/ 
XMLSchema#boolean">true</ali:free_to_read> 

                <ali:license_ref rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

                    <ali:start_date rdf:datatype="xsd:date">2014-01-
01</ali:start_date> 

                    <ali:uri rdf:resource="http://www.psychoceramics.org/ 
open_license.html"/> 

                </ali:license_ref> 

 

Note that fully free_to_read, and free_to_read with date ranges are mutually exclusive; you can 
have one or the other, but not both. 

 

A.4 JSON Implementation 

Example JSON implementation that specifies only that the resource is free-to-read: 
{ 

    "@context": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/jsonld.json", 

    "free_to_read": true 

} 

 

Example JSON implementation with start and end date for free_to_read: 

Note that if the free_to_read key is present, it must take the value of “true” or a JSON object that 
specifies the date(s). It would be invalid for the value to be “false” or of any other data type. 
{ 

    "@context": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/jsonld.json", 

    "free_to_read": { 

        "start_date": "2013-02-03", 

        "end_date": "2013-10-03" 

  } 

} 

Example JSON implementation that specifies free-to-read, as well as giving a license URI: 
{ 

    "@context": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/jsonld.json", 

    "free_to_read": true, 
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    "license_ref": "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/" 

} 

Example JSON implementation that specifies a start date for the license: 
{ 

    "@context": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/jsonld.json", 

    "free_to_read": true, 

    "license_ref": { 

        "start_date": "2014-04-04", 

        "uri": "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/" 

  } 

} 

Example JSON implementation of two licenses, each with different start dates: 
{ 

    "@context": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/jsonld.json", 

    "free_to_read": true, 

    "license_ref": [ 

        { "start_date": "2014-04-04", 

        "uri": "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/" }, 

        { "start_date": "2015-04-04", 

        "uri": "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/" } 

  ] 

} 

 

JSON Context 

The context used above should point to a JSON-LD document that defines the names and the 
datatypes. (Unlike XML namespaces, a context in JSON-LD must point to a document). In the above 
examples, the following context is used. Note how it defines the same namespace prefix, 
http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/, as is used by the XML examples. This ensures that the 
fully qualified name, for example, http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/free_to_read, is the 
same whether it is encoded in XML or in JSON-LD. 
{ 

    "@context": { 

    "@vocab": "http://www.niso.org/schemas/ali/1.0/", 

    "xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#", 

    "free_to_read": { "@type": "xsd:boolean" }, 

    "license_ref": { "@type": "@id" }, 

        "uri": { "@type": "@id" }, 

        "start_date": { "@type": "xsd:date" }, 
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        "end_date": { "@type": "xsd:date" } 

  } 

} 
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